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File: 1587414676455.png  (118 KB, 1328x870)
 WUHAN HACK - IT'S HAPPENING Anonymous (ID: Kf9Gbiu5)  04/20/20(Mon)23:30:41 No. 254383631  

An anon who got into one of the Wuhan Institute of Virology accounts started translating Wang's research article titles, pic related.

Are we fucked bros?

 Anonymous (ID: wuj5zrnV)  04/20/20(Mon)23:31:27 No. 254383732

Poggers, archive everything you fucking can.

 Anonymous (ID: 2jfVMIl8)  04/20/20(Mon)23:31:53 No. 254383781

Fucking bump!

 Anonymous (ID: f4/cpqrq)  04/20/20(Mon)23:32:59 No. 254383905
File: doom-doomguy-dum-igra-game.jpg  (226 KB, 1332x850)

Are these threads seriously getting
removed?

Stop that shit. I am interested.

 Anonymous (ID: nqEosx/R)  04/20/20(Mon)23:33:25 No. 254383975

BASED IN A LEGEND THREAD

 Anonymous (ID: V5R1mdBq)  04/20/20(Mon)23:33:40 No. 254384017

RUNDOWN?

 Anonymous (ID: HF2d7nin)  04/20/20(Mon)23:33:59 No. 254384065

>>254383631
HIV was Gods cure to kill rid the world of fags. Only God can cure the righteous.

 Anonymous (ID: zJDWVCHD)  04/20/20(Mon)23:34:16 No. 254384110

Bump

 Anonymous (ID: ifmhH+xa)  04/20/20(Mon)23:34:46 No. 254384186
File: A96804DE-4614-4C6C-82DF-1(...).png  (27 KB, 165x115)

>>254383631

 Anonymous (ID: 9EYtlaMS)  04/20/20(Mon)23:34:56 No. 254384212

psa: keep a look in this thread since its never die and we organizing there 
https://9chan.us/bestpol/thread/92#210

 Anonymous (ID: ukvw5ul5)  04/20/20(Mon)23:35:18 No. 254384256

Is there a dump torrent?

 Anonymous (ID: 6nDcDor0)  04/20/20(Mon)23:36:06 No. 254384374

https://9chan.us/bestpol/thread/92

 Anonymous (ID: 3hYSUFPQ)  04/20/20(Mon)23:36:25 No. 254384431

>>254384065
That is no excuse for the righteous to not prepare.
With HIV, It only meant no fag fucking or anal. What ever the fuck "could" be coming, will take new precautions.

 Anonymous (ID: aNp5j3ak)  04/20/20(Mon)23:37:00 No. 254384512
File: 1587414676455.jpg  (2.1 MB, 2592x1944)

>>254383631
See for yourself
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 Anonymous (ID: XfP7H3Us)  04/20/20(Mon)23:37:05 No. 254384519
File: 1580453303906.gif  (1.04 MB, 253x192)

>>254383631

 Anonymous (ID: 2/FgHE3M)  04/20/20(Mon)23:37:58 No. 254384634

>>254383631
Fuck yeah... I really hope this isn't fake 
>>254384212
I have automated data harvesting an collation on this chan
I may open it up soon. Lots of crazy shit happening.

 Anonymous (ID: zTGuUWZK)  04/20/20(Mon)23:38:04 No. 254384645
File: 1540440605516.jpg  (197 KB, 774x850)

>>254383905
just like the antifa firepatrol threads, anything that actually involves real life is "doxxing" according to
the dabbable jannys

 Anonymous (ID: 3bUaG64T)  04/20/20(Mon)23:41:05 No. 254385065

https://anonfile.com/nfE1Hdrao4/_pol_-_WUHAN_HACKED_SERVERS_GENERAL_1_-_Politically_Incorrect_-_4chan_2020-04-21_4_22_01_AM_html

(( Last thread that got 404d)

 Anonymous (ID: Uo+9sB9/)  04/20/20(Mon)23:50:11 No. 254386257

bump

 Anonymous (ID: nqEosx/R)  04/20/20(Mon)23:52:02 No. 254386512

One of those emails belongs to tedros.... which is it

 Anonymous (ID: dCUFfdiC)  04/20/20(Mon)23:53:41 No. 254386723

>>254383631
It is over.

 Anonymous (ID: mOjJyCHb)  04/20/20(Mon)23:55:29 No. 254386957
File: lalo window.gif  (1.91 MB, 500x280)

>>254385065

 Anonymous (ID: 9ONWh0xv)  04/20/20(Mon)23:55:33 No. 254386974

this shit is probably why /pol/ is being spammed with Kim Jong Un honestly. this is some serious shit we're playing with, once again.

 Anonymous (ID: F1xa/2Ea)  04/20/20(Mon)23:57:29 No. 254387210
File: 1567372701385.png  (222 KB, 600x598)

Noooooo you cant just disprove it's a nothingburger by logging
into the chinerino servers.
No the heckin misinformation payment hiroshimoot is getting
N0000 DOWNVOTE THIS
MOOOODS

 Anonymous (ID: Ymfux4LU)  04/20/20(Mon)23:58:20 No. 254387309
File: 1587407311397.jpg  (232 KB, 709x1000)

>>254386974

I was just about to say the same. This is the real
shit, Kim is bait

 Anonymous (ID: o872r8qF)  04/20/20(Mon)23:58:37 No. 254387340

So, anyone have a QRD up until now? Has OP translated much yet?

 Anonymous (ID: a6uPTzz8)  04/20/20(Mon)23:58:53 No. 254387383
File: 1587000431193.gif  (1.51 MB, 500x430)

>>254383631

>China made this
>China accidentally released it

More news at eleven. We've known this since January, it's nice to see additional evidence backing said theory though - in the very least we know for a
fact it was man made.

 Anonymous (ID: D/8N9Z0t)  04/20/20(Mon)23:59:43 No. 254387473

>>254387210
>https://9chan.us/bestpol/thread/92#210
^ this

[e]dit: thanks for the gold, kind stranger!

 Anonymous (ID: +0eZR3Mu)  04/21/20(Tue)00:00:46 No. 254387599

>>254384645
What should be their punishment, /pol/?
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 Anonymous (ID: Xy8Hh7EW)  04/21/20(Tue)00:01:01 No. 254387636

>>254387309
this "shit" was all planted you you could hack it
fucking retards

 Anonymous (ID: d5eCKNU9)  04/21/20(Tue)00:02:16 No. 254387779

if I throw the Chinese runes bullshit into Google translate what will it return if somebody wrote Bill, William, Gates, or Microsoft?

 Anonymous (ID: gkzUPdPu)  04/21/20(Tue)00:02:20 No. 254387784

I still don’t know what it means that the virus contains HIV, like there are so many genome sequences in that virus, we don’t exactly know which ones got put in there and what their functionality is.

 Anonymous (ID: gkzUPdPu)  04/21/20(Tue)00:03:37 No. 254387925

>>254387779
It will come back Woogity Woogity Trust the Plan RFK

 Anonymous (ID: UTshJE5H)  04/21/20(Tue)00:03:40 No. 254387930

>>254383631
The google translated bit isn't anywhere on the pic though. I'm not saying it's a nothing burger but can we get some better pics of the juicy stuff?

 Anonymous (ID: nf5gHeJn)  04/21/20(Tue)00:04:57 No. 254388101

>>254387636
To what end?

 Anonymous (ID: ZzV4dP7/)  04/21/20(Tue)00:05:20 No. 254388146

>>254387636
Jesus fuck full damage control

 Anonymous (ID: 41BYnvPt)  04/21/20(Tue)00:07:22 No. 254388372

>>254387784
If you look at OP's pic it says Splicing HIV SNP
That means a single-nucleotide polymorphism:
Modified virus
AML983 Idk but AML is Leukemia
Take it as you will.

 Anonymous (ID: lOz6EmoA)  04/21/20(Tue)00:08:03 No. 254388454
File: DED76B56-3088-43F3-A469-6(...).jpg  (45 KB, 828x160)

 Anonymous (ID: V63yvfta)  04/21/20(Tue)00:08:29 No. 254388514

The day of Adolf Hitler's birth, 04/20/2020, has been the biggest Happening day I can remember in years. His spirit watches from the grave.

 Anonymous (ID: a6uPTzz8)  04/21/20(Tue)00:08:46 No. 254388542
File: 1582596285077.jpg  (64 KB, 431x427)

>>254387340

Someone leaked a bunch of usernames & passwords for some of the Chinese virologists that worked at the Wuhan lab.

Supposedly there's CCTV footage of one of the virologists leaving a block of dry ice containing the virus to melt in the wet market in Wuhan but there's 0 confirmation at the moment.

>>254387636

Check the pastebin, there's literally 2000+ username password combos which is why it was leaked. It'd be pretty impressive to falsify data for that many accounts especially when there's links to
the site on other pages suggesting it's actually used by people. We're essentially being used to sweep for information. I wouldn't touch this shit with a 10' pole without a VPN - that's for sure.

 Anonymous (ID: V63yvfta)  04/21/20(Tue)00:10:00 No. 254388669

How is this still up? Why haven't Chinese intelligence taken this site down yet?

 Anonymous (ID: ZYGFLyhi)  04/21/20(Tue)00:10:02 No. 254388672
File: maxresdefault.jpg  (103 KB, 1280x720)

>>254383631

Oh fuck the hacker known as 4chan
strikes again.

 Anonymous (ID: uC97N2EQ)  04/21/20(Tue)00:11:13 No. 254388797
File: 11237897.jpg  (41 KB, 479x457)

>>254383631

 Anonymous (ID: S6PF7B+/)  04/21/20(Tue)00:11:26 No. 254388822

>>254383631
Lmao what are you idiots even hoping to find at this point? Nothing interesting has been found so far. How many threads of this shit have been made again?

 Anonymous (ID: 6mvU/Lt7)  04/21/20(Tue)00:11:34 No. 254388837

>>254388514
Nah he’s back on earth

 Anonymous (ID: jC168o4b)  04/21/20(Tue)00:12:02 No. 254388898
File: 1586362541626.jpg  (32 KB, 863x416)

Wow, everyone itt is so calm and stoic.
Please allow me to be the first forAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
AHHHHHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
JESUSFUCKINGAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
WHATTHEFUCKWHATTHEFUCKWHATTHEFUCKWH

ATTHEFUCKWHATTHEFUCKAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

 Anonymous (ID: 0S5pLtpT)  04/21/20(Tue)00:12:32 No. 254388946
File: 6555A554-2EC5-487E-8DF3-0(...).jpg  (33 KB, 490x474)

What’s going on in here
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 Anonymous (ID: lOz6EmoA)  04/21/20(Tue)00:12:40 No. 254388964

>>254388822
Look at the archive for the first thread. People there posted instructions but it got memory holed and anons are repeating each other’s work. 
>check other post by my ID

 Anonymous (ID: gkzUPdPu)  04/21/20(Tue)00:12:50 No. 254388986
File: 7404B0D0-4CE4-45A6-97D0-2(...).jpg  (39 KB, 619x860)

>>254388514
Blaze it

 Anonymous (ID: VqM17Ssw)  04/21/20(Tue)00:14:01 No. 254389116

>>254383631
Can we blame /b/? We need a little of gore, animu, traps and furries to divert CCP intelligence search, imagine their faces.

 Anonymous (ID: e0PUXeBV)  04/21/20(Tue)00:14:17 No. 254389145

>>254387599
>I have automated data harvesting an collation on this chan
complete nuclear annihilation
KEK WILLS IT

 Anonymous (ID: o1cPUd/H)  04/21/20(Tue)00:14:19 No. 254389154

bumperino

 Anonymous (ID: RsTwqVlF)  04/21/20(Tue)00:15:14 No. 254389261

>>254383631
that is the ASP.NET Core template website when you generate a web app through a tutorial. i think someone is having a giggle.. unless some random anon was able to get through the Chinese firewall

 Anonymous (ID: Cjz71/e4)  04/21/20(Tue)00:15:55 No. 254389341

>>254383631
It's fucking fake retard. They wouldn't even allow servers to be accessed here.

 Anonymous (ID: zLvYssBa)  04/21/20(Tue)00:16:01 No. 254389348
File: hong kong is not justified.png  (443 KB, 721x690)

>>254387383
It is such perfect timing. 
A virus that shuts down massive protests in Hong Kong and it cripples the US economy? The dead peasants in
wuhan is nothing to them.

 Anonymous (ID: 1oRsQCEy)  04/21/20(Tue)00:17:01 No. 254389477

fake and gay

 Anonymous (ID: QT441pQo)  04/21/20(Tue)00:17:48 No. 254389571

https://fionabarnett.org/2017/09/03/dr-victor-chang-delta-special-ops-psychopath/
Possible connection?

 Anonymous (ID: RcUvgBzY)  04/21/20(Tue)00:19:39 No. 254389790

>>254383631
Oh vey

 Anonymous (ID: o872r8qF)  04/21/20(Tue)00:20:14 No. 254389849

>>254388542
Jeeeeeesus Christ if that video exists...

 Anonymous (ID: ynJ3/7Yg)  04/21/20(Tue)00:21:20 No. 254389969

>>254383631
COVID spikes are coated with HIV proteins. We have been trying to find a vaccine for HIV for the last 40 years. And we think we'll get a COVID vaccine in 3 months. HAHAHA

 Anonymous (ID: 3lvdSB3i)  04/21/20(Tue)00:21:29 No. 254389979
File: Tedros Email1.jpg  (8 KB, 379x85)

>>254386512
This one? Tedros Adhanom

Ghebreyesus
ghebraty@er.afro.who.int Ghebr/A/T

 Anonymous (ID: sojxaS6x)  04/21/20(Tue)00:21:44 No. 254390017

>>254388669
>Chinese 
>intelligence
pick one

 Anonymous (ID: bh2/Y0yz)  04/21/20(Tue)00:22:05 No. 254390060

BUMP

 Anonymous (ID: ATm3S0NP)  04/21/20(Tue)00:23:24 No. 254390196

>>254388542
This. Proxy into the VPN then connect to another VPN. Make sure all components in your computer are over 10 years old. Every perifial has it's own OS (even mice). Don't think you can lobotomize the hardware in these
devices--you can't. You have to use the old stuff that have the older and easier to remove back doors...even then.

 Anonymous (ID: XPGxxKGZ)  04/21/20(Tue)00:23:27 No. 254390201

>>254383631
these threads have been posted for 12h. i have yet to see one single juicy post besides supposed logins and pws'. not 1 fucking single interesting post

this REEKS of ccp subversion

 Anonymous (ID: Cjz71/e4)  04/21/20(Tue)00:23:38 No. 254390217

>>254388669
Because it's fake or not important to them.
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 Anonymous (ID: V63yvfta)  04/21/20(Tue)00:23:39 No. 254390223

>>254390017
lol you know what i mean. if this is legit, how tf haven't they shut it down yet, when we're sitting here casually discussing it on the open web and it's all over twitter? It's one of three things, that I can think of.

>they're incompetent at information control beyond all belief
>it's a fake
>it's a honeypot

 Anonymous (ID: bh2/Y0yz)  04/21/20(Tue)00:24:33 No. 254390307

>>254388454
>>254385065
jfc
lurk moar
protip: install 4chanx

 Anonymous (ID: mq+xOFwi)  04/21/20(Tue)00:25:06 No. 254390366

Hello,

I’m and agent from the FBI. This information is classified and a private IP. It is illegal for all parties who are not the owner to own or view this information.
Leave this thread and don’t download or archive any of what you read here. I repeat, viewing this material is illegal and you will be prosecuted for illegal possession of the IP in question, if you choose not to comply with
federal law.

Thank you

 Anonymous (ID: bh2/Y0yz)  04/21/20(Tue)00:25:09 No. 254390375

>>254390223
It's real

 Anonymous (ID: 64yl5mN6)  04/21/20(Tue)00:26:14 No. 254390488

>>254390375
RARE

 Anonymous (ID: lOz6EmoA)  04/21/20(Tue)00:26:35 No. 254390523

>>254390366
>I’m and

 Anonymous (ID: tBiQ7W6M)  04/21/20(Tue)00:26:36 No. 254390527

>>254390366
Suck my dick mutt

 Anonymous (ID: tVXT/Imy)  04/21/20(Tue)00:27:02 No. 254390580

WE DO NOT FORGIVES

WE DO NOT FORGET

EXCEPT US

 Anonymous (ID: mq+xOFwi)  04/21/20(Tue)00:27:09 No. 254390592

>>254388669
Because Chinese intelligence sucks

 Anonymous (ID: DcSqf7XR)  04/21/20(Tue)00:27:22 No. 254390617

>>254390366
Found Chris Cuomo

 Anonymous (ID: iR3B2+bL)  04/21/20(Tue)00:27:27 No. 254390624

>>254383631
dis post iz fake and gay.

Do you really think they would still leave that research available to a publicly connected web server? 
cmon anons how stupid are you?

 Anonymous (ID: fnsXbkkH)  04/21/20(Tue)00:27:46 No. 254390655

>>254390366
suck my weewee

 Anonymous (ID: eylPUbBS)  04/21/20(Tue)00:28:03 No. 254390688

>>254390366
Get off your VPN chang, your engrish can't trick us

 Anonymous (ID: 2jfVMIl8)  04/21/20(Tue)00:28:26 No. 254390728

>>254390366
My dad works at Nintendo and he said you’re full of shit.

 Anonymous (ID: ZMEjOPgt)  04/21/20(Tue)00:28:31 No. 254390745
File: 1586195992456.png  (504 KB, 735x720)

>>254390366

 Anonymous (ID: cRjg6hb9)  04/21/20(Tue)00:28:45 No. 254390770

>>254390366

Just so you know, it's illegal to impersonate a federal agent and you could be facing jail time.
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 Anonymous (ID: XPGxxKGZ)  04/21/20(Tue)00:29:13 No. 254390837

>>254388101
why must there be an end goal, some idiot larper might be misdirecting. 

could be ccp counter subversion

who knows

all i do know is that:

a. so far NOBODY using this information has found and posted anything juicy

b. if there were any information of value, why would the chink scanners not shut it down? you think they dont monitor this site? they monitor our entire fucking internet, its not behind some firewall their agencies can
access it at any time

 Anonymous (ID: S6PF7B+/)  04/21/20(Tue)00:29:25 No. 254390862

>>254390201
This

 Anonymous (ID: tEVJYsNN)  04/21/20(Tue)00:29:53 No. 254390918

>>254387599
All the countries united to bomb the shit out china. Salt their land so nothing will ever grow again. Kill every chink that maneged to get outside. Destroy all prove that they ever existed. Or do nothing and continue to
forgive them. I am sure they are super sorry and will never do it again. Please but their products!

 Anonymous (ID: 6667wjwq)  04/21/20(Tue)00:30:07 No. 254390948

>>254383631
so what's Bill Gates' involvement in this? does this confirm he's behind coofer-19?

 Anonymous (ID: Cj/sib1w)  04/21/20(Tue)00:31:02 No. 254391025
File: FE4BA851-B92E-47B3-841C-1(...).jpg  (16 KB, 480x360)

>>254390366
>I’m and agent

 Anonymous (ID: XnlL44z3)  04/21/20(Tue)00:31:09 No. 254391043

>>254384512
>123456

kek

 Anonymous (ID: ifmhH+xa)  04/21/20(Tue)00:31:20 No. 254391064

>>254390918
Phonefag confirmed

 Anonymous (ID: EPavbH8q)  04/21/20(Tue)00:31:28 No. 254391074

Could be instructions for building an outhouse for all I know.

 Anonymous (ID: XnlL44z3)  04/21/20(Tue)00:32:24 No. 254391184

>>254389348
fuck thats smart

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)00:33:08 No. 254391256

>>254383631
Yes, if you imagine, is imaginary real, for you. ... as stupid delusional baboon influenced by propoganda

 Anonymous (ID: 9sydQ0bZ)  04/21/20(Tue)00:34:10 No. 254391393

>>254384374
based

 Anonymous (ID: AW/eO6p/)  04/21/20(Tue)00:34:50 No. 254391465
File: 183453328197.png  (1.38 MB, 1424x694)

>>254391025

 Anonymous (ID: fnsXbkkH)  04/21/20(Tue)00:34:57 No. 254391480

>>254391256
shut up chink, I'll piss all over you in the streets. Ruining the world. But hey, at least you gave me time to grow my hair out and get ripped. Thank you CCP.

 Anonymous (ID: 820qUcSL)  04/21/20(Tue)00:35:17 No. 254391520

>>254391074
lol'd

 Anonymous (ID: HZgTB7ty)  04/21/20(Tue)00:35:52 No. 254391586

>>254384065
SPREAD THE SEED

 Anonymous (ID: apnyPTdJ)  04/21/20(Tue)00:36:02 No. 254391613

>>254389348
>>254391184
no its fucking dumb, the virus and the protests are cia handiwork and anyone here with a lick of sense knows it, all of a sudden china is the enemy and not the fucking jews, we aint buyin it glowniggers

 Anonymous (ID: wtSpAmUr)  04/21/20(Tue)00:36:22 No. 254391656

>>254389348
One tank down the road and that shits gone

 Anonymous (ID: fVF73xLc)  04/21/20(Tue)00:37:04 No. 254391724

WW3 NOW!

 Anonymous (ID: 2jfVMIl8)  04/21/20(Tue)00:37:29 No. 254391765

>>254391256
>meeee put peepee in your coke
Imma let you finish but you’re a pathetic tiny dick chink.
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>>

 Anonymous (ID: fnsXbkkH)  04/21/20(Tue)00:37:31 No. 254391771

>>254391613
>Chink Alert
Chink Alert
>Chink Alert
Chink Alert
>Chink Alert
Chink Alert
>Chink Alert
Chink Alert
>Chink Alert
Chink Alert

 Anonymous (ID: LaEpq63m)  04/21/20(Tue)00:37:44 No. 254391794

Hmmm

 Anonymous (ID: 6AcxHtMv)  04/21/20(Tue)00:37:50 No. 254391802

>>254384212
fuck off faggot.
Take your honeypot and GTFO.

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)00:39:07 No. 254391936

>>254383905
well if you 100% know it is a pure lie, with out any evidence or Jewish fraternity free masons lie

If you suggest to imagine , but have nothing to point in observable reality .... Is lie lie lie , corona virus hoax , imaginary conflict hoax they play circus with agreements made before....

Pre planed pandemic of non existing "danger" 
Tax MONEY =Oo From your pocket idiot )O)

 Anonymous (ID: VOWHm5dH)  04/21/20(Tue)00:39:46 No. 254392001

Just want to post to be in the inevitable archive of this. Hi mum and dad!

 Anonymous (ID: fnsXbkkH)  04/21/20(Tue)00:40:53 No. 254392095

>>254391936
Shill, can you at least pretend that your spelling good? The CCP should actually have expectations for spies, your shit

 Anonymous (ID: mNQD+Elt)  04/21/20(Tue)00:40:56 No. 254392101

People realize that just because some virus uses RNA fro. HIV that doesn't make it AIDS, right? There was a lab in the US using some geneti code from HIV to kill cancer cells.

It can be dangerous, but it also isn't "airborne AIDS" as people may think.

 Anonymous (ID: 3fJk+mbD)  04/21/20(Tue)00:41:06 No. 254392125
File: 38D6AFDA-10CF-4B60-A769-9(...).jpg  (164 KB, 1356x788)

I have started to glow. Tell me fellow anonamouses, anybody know anything
about any launch codes?

 Anonymous (ID: dNMoNFMH)  04/21/20(Tue)00:41:25 No. 254392157

why are three lines in the OP the same name/pass

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)00:41:39 No. 254392187

>>254384065
No It just few rich masonic jew shills executed lucrative solution, selling by grabbing tax money

 Anonymous (ID: LaEpq63m)  04/21/20(Tue)00:41:44 No. 254392195

Where's the raw files

 Anonymous (ID: UhxJko12)  04/21/20(Tue)00:41:57 No. 254392221
File: you.jpg  (189 KB, 1024x1024)

>>254391656
>One tank would cover the width if all
the road

 Anonymous (ID: mNQD+Elt)  04/21/20(Tue)00:42:34 No. 254392293
File: 1561018463591.jpg  (177 KB, 1520x1080)

Oh shit. The hackers on steroids strike
again.
China better buy a dog

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)00:44:04 No. 254392463

>>254384645

antifa - what is that? Go fuck yourself Jew frog

 Anonymous (ID: CFdNozzy)  04/21/20(Tue)00:44:34 No. 254392517

>>254390201
to be fair, the wikileaks dumps took way long than just 12 hours for people to start putting together the juicy details.

 Anonymous (ID: RbOsVQb8)  04/21/20(Tue)00:45:50 No. 254392661

Absolutely fake and gay

 Anonymous (ID: Ux/dezU7)  04/21/20(Tue)00:46:19 No. 254392719

>>254389348
The Glue-han virus
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 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:47:00 No. 254392801
File: Fake Virus 1.jpg  (310 KB, 720x1560)

>>254383631

 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:47:33 No. 254392867
File: Fake Virus 2.jpg  (121 KB, 1024x935)

>>254383732

 Anonymous (ID: Ux/dezU7)  04/21/20(Tue)00:47:37 No. 254392877

>>254390523
Pwnd

 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:48:06 No. 254392933
File: Fake Virus 3.jpg  (108 KB, 819x1024)

>>254383781

 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:48:40 No. 254392996
File: Fake Virus 4.jpg  (180 KB, 775x1024)

>>254384017

 Anonymous (ID: kmNEFsjm)  04/21/20(Tue)00:48:51 No. 254393023

Didn't Indian scientists find evidence of DNA from HIV spliced imto the virus early on? Then it was discounted.

 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:49:15 No. 254393062
File: Fake Virus 5.png  (475 KB, 637x689)

>>254384374

 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:49:50 No. 254393121
File: Fake Virus 6.jpg  (401 KB, 679x805)

>>254386257

 Anonymous (ID: ZJgj6C07)  04/21/20(Tue)00:50:24 No. 254393179
File: Fake Virus 7.jpg  (69 KB, 902x916)

>>254387383

 Anonymous (ID: r8WHUb4/)  04/21/20(Tue)00:51:02 No. 254393248

>>254384512

They clearly dropped this so people can verify that the lab was not involved. BUT it will be a lie because those are fake shil accounts.

 Anonymous (ID: joWQQoMg)  04/21/20(Tue)00:51:37 No. 254393296

>>254383631
Take your med schizo.
White women prefer black cock in 2020.

 Anonymous (ID: +IRKQmQV)  04/21/20(Tue)00:52:21 No. 254393371
File: poormonkey.png  (215 KB, 972x783)

>>254392101
ITS AIRBORNE AIDS WE WILL ALL DIE

 Anonymous (ID: qOqYRsQ9)  04/21/20(Tue)00:52:39 No. 254393399

Tryhard sliders mean we found the good stuff
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 Anonymous (ID: NQwjY/Mw)  04/21/20(Tue)00:53:07 No. 254393442

>>254392996
>source: some fag with a keyboard

Pack it up boys, this obviously creditable anonymous medical source and poorly-written confessional which anybody with cursory medical knowledge can tell wasn't written by somebody in the profession proves the virus
is a hoax!

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)00:53:31 No. 254393482

>>254387210

It is not nothing-burger, it is nothing problem. Imagine you with your gang took president post 3 years ago... soon is election and there is ((( tax money )))
...and noting? if nothing happen, you have no excuse to grab it ....
Have some compassion for country leaders and all other presidents, before election have a virus swindle...
Why you hate Trump? It is his hair or you just antisemitic?

 Anonymous (ID: N5v8QFXr)  04/21/20(Tue)00:53:52 No. 254393530
File: 1570157895175.jpg  (118 KB, 545x545)

>>254393399
Its only a matter of time before they spam posts calling everyone schizo and incels and talking trying to shame about miscegenation.
Typical retard shilling.

 Anonymous (ID: dktWxqB4)  04/21/20(Tue)00:54:18 No. 254393574

put me in =)

 Anonymous (ID: NQwjY/Mw)  04/21/20(Tue)00:56:05 No. 254393743

>>254392801
>viruses aren't real

Okay, this is obviously a false flag

 Anonymous (ID: cQiF/m/0)  04/21/20(Tue)00:56:20 No. 254393771

>>254389348
Snow plow.

 Anonymous (ID: XfP7H3Us)  04/21/20(Tue)00:56:27 No. 254393784
File: 1581182389603.gif  (289 KB, 600x800)

>>254393399
This.

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)00:56:28 No. 254393787

>>254387383
>>China made this*
>>China accidentally released it*

this* = nothing 0
it* = nothing 0

You are gossip jew shill, do you ?

 Anonymous (ID: wmPrJOnw)  04/21/20(Tue)00:56:45 No. 254393805

Someone hates the Jews in that WHO password dump. One of the passwords was Shylock

 Anonymous (ID: +MRwTxap)  04/21/20(Tue)00:58:20 No. 254393967

>>254383631
Bump

 Anonymous (ID: f0sElG2r)  04/21/20(Tue)00:58:32 No. 254393985
File: 1586261292568.jpg  (71 KB, 1199x662)

>>254390366
Don't trust this anon I am real FBI you can read
this all you want trust me.

 Anonymous (ID: w/c9Rr8y)  04/21/20(Tue)00:58:40 No. 254394002

>>254393296

mutt's law. Every fucking thread

 Anonymous (ID: 4ew2ADnW)  04/21/20(Tue)00:58:41 No. 254394005

>>254392293
Based lainposter. Who is this 4chan hacker anyway?

 Anonymous (ID: tr/tIz81)  04/21/20(Tue)00:58:50 No. 254394016

Bump

 Anonymous (ID: +RrDOgGE)  04/21/20(Tue)01:00:37 No. 254394182

>>254383631
Quick rundown?

 Anonymous (ID: /c7or2r5)  04/21/20(Tue)01:01:54 No. 254394303

>>254389979

>afro

kek

 Anonymous (ID: Ix3BGfts)  04/21/20(Tue)01:01:56 No. 254394305

>>254384512
>kaptiv
Is that his gamer name or something?
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 Anonymous (ID: H8iEKdmE)  04/21/20(Tue)01:01:57 No. 254394307

>>254390366
shut up faggot go lick a bat

 Anonymous (ID: k9ORWCDB)  04/21/20(Tue)01:02:15 No. 254394340

>>254388542
Interesting shit you suggest to imagine while it is 100% bull shit =O) 

corona virus = 0 (nothing) 

The Empirical evidence, also known as sensory experience, is the knowledge received by means of the senses, particularly by observation and experimentation.

I just told you, therefor be afraid and bend over in to submission of authority . 

Is that what you do?

 Anonymous (ID: /c7or2r5)  04/21/20(Tue)01:02:42 No. 254394398

>>254390366

you have no power over Brazil, nigger

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:03:17 No. 254394456
File: Screenshot_2020-04-20-21-55-42.png  (377 KB, 1080x1920)

Just search research journals for HIV SARS. Ted was right. These sciencefags have been playing with fire for some time. MANY RESULTS.

Please note that the researchers in this paper are Chinese, and the date is late October 2019. I'm not saying that this is THE virus, but it demonstrates that this kind of chimerism is done often. Literal HIV
SARS hybrids. 

"NEUTRALIZING ANTIBODIES against SARS-COV"

WHAT COULD GO WRONG?
FUCK COMMIES

FUCK JANNIES
FUCK THIS GAY EARTH
GO OFF GRID

Interesting aside--the original website I found this study on weeks ago (jstor I think?) Has since removed access to the preview
Pic related
Bump for great justice

 Anonymous (ID: LaEpq63m)  04/21/20(Tue)01:04:12 No. 254394548

>>254390366
LOOOOOOL put me in the screen cap Chong Lau Fu

 Anonymous (ID: grgmYVk8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:04:27 No. 254394577

Guys, if this is actually real can we submit to Wikileaks? Might actually get something done.

 Anonymous (ID: IO7P2slN)  04/21/20(Tue)01:04:42 No. 254394609

>>254384212
>owned by josh

Lol not clicking that

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:05:45 No. 254394710
File: 1587192307593.png  (264 KB, 1080x1845)

Forgot link https://academic.oup.com/jid/articl
e/190/6/1119/919111
Love u faggotz

 Anonymous (ID: pzESFme6)  04/21/20(Tue)01:06:15 No. 254394753

>>254391656
A sledge hammer would easily break the bond of the glue and the brick. If you did it with nails, it would much harder to see.

 Anonymous (ID: pPdxQK6k)  04/21/20(Tue)01:06:40 No. 254394792

>>254394609
what's wrong with Josh? at least he stood up to NZ.

 Anonymous (ID: IO7P2slN)  04/21/20(Tue)01:07:03 No. 254394831

>>254394792
It's a data miner

 Anonymous (ID: joWQQoMg)  04/21/20(Tue)01:07:51 No. 254394916

So if I spread Corona chan on my gay dildo will it be a new kind of aids to add to my gay ass??

 Anonymous (ID: kkMN5zNF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:08:15 No. 254394952

>>254390366
go fuck yourself jannie

 Anonymous (ID: grgmYVk8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:08:50 No. 254395012

Read this bros

 Anonymous (ID: grgmYVk8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:09:23 No. 254395071

>>254395012
If real, submit to Wikileaks. That’s what we gotta do.

 Anonymous (ID: YmiUHX+g)  04/21/20(Tue)01:09:35 No. 254395093

>>254390624
100 percent its a planted disinfo. Covid19 isn't real. The hiv spliced covid was a casus belli given to china by Obama and Fauci for future use by the nwo for the specific reason to blame china and start a war

 Anonymous (ID: x4HBS7nZ)  04/21/20(Tue)01:10:34 No. 254395205

>>254383905
Next they'll shut down the Internet to prevent the search. I'm rolling for power outages across New England first.
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 Anonymous (ID: 12yWW749)  04/21/20(Tue)01:10:48 No. 254395232
File: 1574579823267.gif  (1.17 MB, 446x469)

>>254390366
>Is the FBI filled with retardo's?

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:11:04 No. 254395262
File: Krack_vomit.gif  (10 KB, 128x128)

>>254395093
Yeah but they splics sars and HIV regularly
for research, dumbfuck

 Anonymous (ID: 3MY01LCK)  04/21/20(Tue)01:11:11 No. 254395270

>>254390366
Fuck off bitch

 Anonymous (ID: lru8zcU2)  04/21/20(Tue)01:11:22 No. 254395288

>>254393787
Your English sucks chink

 Anonymous (ID: LTm1XivD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:11:28 No. 254395298

>>254383631
Because service employees in the USA don't make minimum wage like they do in European countries. As such, if you're working as a waiter/bartender/etc you're not going to be making the minimum amount your state
recognizes as necessary to survive. Thus, tipping is considered common courtesy. It's one of a variety of complex issues regarding wages and fair pay that don't have an easy solution, but refusing to tip just makes you
kind of an asshole in most people's eyes.

 Anonymous (ID: b6zxKVpy)  04/21/20(Tue)01:11:46 No. 254395328

>>254384512
Skyking 
Skyking 
Skyking 

Do not respond!

Go go go go!

 Anonymous (ID: LTm1XivD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:12:00 No. 254395349

>>254395298
Wrong thread lmao

 Anonymous (ID: grgmYVk8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:12:03 No. 254395358

Real or not? Submit to Wikileaks?

 Anonymous (ID: HwbUDh4N)  04/21/20(Tue)01:12:33 No. 254395405

Bumping for potential wwlll

 Anonymous (ID: kp1ISmvz)  04/21/20(Tue)01:12:45 No. 254395424

>>254384065
You know it was a bad polio vaccine that started aids, right

 Anonymous (ID: 6667wjwq)  04/21/20(Tue)01:12:48 No. 254395430

>>254395349
Fucking based

 Anonymous (ID: IMfkzvor)  04/21/20(Tue)01:12:51 No. 254395437

>>254383631
This night is a glorious victory

 Anonymous (ID: w9sTyTP3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:13:09 No. 254395477

>>254388542
>I wouldn't touch this shit with a 10' pole without a VPN - that's for sure.

Imagine living in such shithole that gov don't gives a shit if you play with leaked documents with your google account open while using chrome in windows 10 vanilla

 Anonymous (ID: c0aZzEPN)  04/21/20(Tue)01:13:24 No. 254395503
File: tenor.gif  (857 KB, 420x314)

What a good day.

 Anonymous (ID: P7ySSo9T)  04/21/20(Tue)01:13:48 No. 254395538

>>254384374
Dudes name is honkler lmfao

 Anonymous (ID: b6zxKVpy)  04/21/20(Tue)01:14:55 No. 254395639

>>254395298
This is all Eisenhower’s fault!

 Anonymous (ID: m6h92cRd)  04/21/20(Tue)01:15:03 No. 254395656

>>254390366

Checked
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 Anonymous (ID: pPdxQK6k)  04/21/20(Tue)01:15:14 No. 254395683

>>254394831
ah ok thanks. shouldda figured

 Anonymous (ID: SEStyh0V)  04/21/20(Tue)01:15:21 No. 254395698

What's new in the world of haxxors? Virus video? 
Gates Foundation connection?
CCP? 
CIA false.flag???
We don't know anything yet and complete academic papers are just trying to confuse the issue. Where are the simple PR communications to political figures?

 Anonymous (ID: kp1ISmvz)  04/21/20(Tue)01:15:48 No. 254395763

>>254393023
Well we synthesized hiv-1 too, so it would make sense

 Anonymous (ID: thN9WbXN)  04/21/20(Tue)01:16:20 No. 254395800

>>254383631
any other data?

 Anonymous (ID: kEmm6Agr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:17:13 No. 254395890

>>254383631
Anyone care to explain the HIV angle? Why HIV?

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:17:24 No. 254395916

You wouldn't splice a SNP into anything. It's literally one base pair, which at most would change an amino acid. AML983 isn't a cell line found in the ATCC, and a google search for "AML983 HIV" and "AML983 SNP"
come up empty.

This kinda strikes me as a LARP or someone trying to stir up schizos. Do we have any more stuff to correlate this with?

 Anonymous (ID: w9sTyTP3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:17:39 No. 254395934

>>254388669

Because it was intentionally released by them to know the real nature of this shit, chinese are angry but they won't accept it by themselves and they know that it's the most global site and anons in every country that
come here will spread the information in ther respective countries. 

So obvious.

 Anonymous (ID: Rdy0dqDS)  04/21/20(Tue)01:17:40 No. 254395935

>>254387383
>accidentally

 Anonymous (ID: lyObg1Sp)  04/21/20(Tue)01:18:21 No. 254396000

POSTING IN LEGENDARY THREAD

 Anonymous (ID: re3BEM/g)  04/21/20(Tue)01:18:36 No. 254396025

>>254395890
Because they advanced treatment to the point where it no longer kills you(so you can continue to be a debt slave) but you will also be dependant on the medical establishment for the rest of your life for meds

 Anonymous (ID: 0m6hFajr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:19:09 No. 254396072
File: Screenshot_132.png  (25 KB, 661x267)

>>254395916
>a google search for "AML983 HIV" and "AML983
SNP" come up empty.
heh

 Anonymous (ID: uH6EhDAe)  04/21/20(Tue)01:19:37 No. 254396121

OP Loves cock

 Anonymous (ID: w9sTyTP3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:19:51 No. 254396129

>>254390366

Chingas a tu madre

 Anonymous (ID: /6+UM4C0)  04/21/20(Tue)01:20:24 No. 254396184

>>254388542
kek i've been going in raw all day

 Anonymous (ID: LgY7irvx)  04/21/20(Tue)01:20:37 No. 254396208

I checked some of the phone numbers from the pastebin on WeChat some of their names match their email. Some of them also have hubei as there location.

 Anonymous (ID: a9Di8Kc/)  04/21/20(Tue)01:20:50 No. 254396227

I think that they and are but why for the virus and jew just gates for the Chinese chink disease on that

 Anonymous (ID: ll6Iuct+)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:00 No. 254396251
File: 1583729310560.gif  (554 KB, 435x250)

>>254391613
>The CIA is fucking china up

Good

 Anonymous (ID: 0rbpKXWd)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:02 No. 254396255

>>254395916
AML983 can be the name of the vector they used to make the SARS-COV2 virus? It would make more sense that you wouldn't find any information on AML983 on Google since its a novel unpublished vector?

 Anonymous (ID: LgY7irvx)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:32 No. 254396309
File: Screenshot_20200421-004116~2.jpg  (30 KB, 1080x414)

>>254396208
zyhua@cnic.cn 010-58812312
13810109471

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:32 No. 254396312

>>254395890
Retroviruses inject their genomes into host chromosomes. This makes them attractive vectors for gene therapy and such. There's a lot of speculative problems with it, so most labs are just going with viruses like adeno-
associated viruses, since they're entirely harmless to begin with. But a few labs are still working with HIV analogues.

>>254396072
Okay I said "empty" what I meant was "only boomers on /pol/"
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 Anonymous (ID: pw8d32nM)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:33 No. 254396313

>>254390366
dropdead glomo

 Anonymous (ID: kEmm6Agr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:54 No. 254396347

>>254396025
That didnt explain anything. Why would they want a sick population? How does that work for anybody? Also, why HIV? It certainly doesnt act like HIV anyway. Are people's T Cells counts similar to HIV?

 Anonymous (ID: Di+NJLtT)  04/21/20(Tue)01:21:59 No. 254396365

>>254390366
I'm Winnie the Pooh. This information is classified and blah blah

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:23:06 No. 254396470
File: krackKing04.jpg  (1.12 MB, 3450x2530)

"luciferase as a marker gene"
Kek

 Anonymous (ID: kAqWy9eq)  04/21/20(Tue)01:23:10 No. 254396478

>>254388101
Because using some retards larping as hackers is a better manipulation tool than claiming your government did it.

 Anonymous (ID: pLLEWJdr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:24:01 No. 254396551

>>254396347

1.5 billion requiring a vaccine forever? That's a licence to print money, especially if you live in a system where power is centralized and laws can be passed on a whim. Expand that to the world and that's a multi-trillion
dollar industry that is literally too big too fail, ever.

 Anonymous (ID: Jxx9VtBk)  04/21/20(Tue)01:24:08 No. 254396561

>>254383631
>be ccp
>have 1$/h wagie post codes to fake accounts
>post stuff that "proves" it wasn't bio-weapon
>laugh about it over a tsingtao
you younger anons won't make it

 Anonymous (ID: x+q1du0u)  04/21/20(Tue)01:24:11 No. 254396567

>>254395935
They accidentally the whole world

 Anonymous (ID: O4Aq5M4b)  04/21/20(Tue)01:24:19 No. 254396583

>>254390837
Could also be a cia directed attack
>lol give the spicy logins to the interwebz
>if we did the entry we'd be in the shit upstairs
>nobody would beleive us if we released the data
>hey infamous 4chans, would be a shame if someone leaked the contents of these accounts!
>you like secret emails; don't you, 4chans...

 Anonymous (ID: kEmm6Agr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:24:43 No. 254396620

>>254396312
I see. So it's not that they are using the actual virulence of the HIV but they are using as a vehicle to get into certain cells?

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:24:50 No. 254396632

>>254396255
Viruses are the vectors, you don't use vectors to make virus. You create a virus as a vector to transfect a cell line.

>>254396347
No. There's a mild pancytopenia, which suggests it's not specific to T cells.

 Anonymous (ID: IMfkzvor)  04/21/20(Tue)01:25:26 No. 254396693

>>254396484
This night is legendary

 Anonymous (ID: 6SaFeGGh)  04/21/20(Tue)01:25:51 No. 254396755

>>254390366
Ok Mulder

 Anonymous (ID: bUD266Fe)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:04 No. 254396776
File: containment breach.png  (277 KB, 1086x1288)

>>254394340

 Anonymous (ID: a+l8NXye)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:16 No. 254396797

>>254391613
Onry bad things Jew fault. Big brain anon right here bros.

 Anonymous (ID: uKay3J3K)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:18 No. 254396801

>>254396484
Witnessed

 Anonymous (ID: +9KxUyBl)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:19 No. 254396802

>>254391936
yellow hands typed this post

 Anonymous (ID: 1URJ/cP+)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:36 No. 254396828

Fuck this shit. I'm going to chaturbate
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 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:36 No. 254396829
File: krack01small.jpg  (377 KB, 1920x1440)

>>254396620
From what I've seen the HIV genes are finthe spike protein section
which allows entry into cells

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:50 No. 254396852

>>254396620
That is 100% real science that is done today, even in the US, no conspiracy theory or anything. Yes. I don't know if they're using it for bioweapon purposes, but I can't rule it out.

 Anonymous (ID: jzDGFIsD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:26:52 No. 254396856
File: 1564857851293.png  (512 KB, 1080x1020)

NOOOooooooooooooooooo
Who else has handled this virus like CHINA!
They're SMART okay
Chinese people are SMART and
SOPHISTICATED
It's not China who was NEGLIGENT it was the
REST OF THE WORLD
You have to PROVE there was NEGLIGENCE

on Chinas part
Obviously you can't it's all just HEARSAY
It sounds to me like you just want CHINA to be the BAD GUY

 Anonymous (ID: IMfkzvor)  04/21/20(Tue)01:27:07 No. 254396876

>>254396632
>>254396620
I'm no expert, but I recall gain-of-function studies involving bat SARS-like coronavirus coming out of the Wuhan Institute. 
Coukd this be related?

 Anonymous (ID: 6k3Tl2Qs)  04/21/20(Tue)01:27:17 No. 254396901

>>254383631
I cant see why not; can't always get out way.

 Anonymous (ID: W6+00rfj)  04/21/20(Tue)01:27:29 No. 254396909

I'm just here for the lolz

 Anonymous (ID: dgJe/FiG)  04/21/20(Tue)01:27:31 No. 254396915

>>254389849
We would be at war. I might even sign up to fight it we’re going toe to toe with the chinks.

 Anonymous (ID: ouxJlWZ3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:27:49 No. 254396951

>>254387599
$50k to every American w SSN. Then we cut them off, and acute nuke if they ever reeee.

 Anonymous (ID: 0rbpKXWd)  04/21/20(Tue)01:28:12 No. 254396986

>>254396632
Exactly, therefore I wouldn't read AML983 as a SNP mutation or it being related to leukemia. I'm thinking AML983 is probably the in-house name they gave SARS-COV2.

 Anonymous (ID: kEmm6Agr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:28:15 No. 254396990

>>254396632
It seems like many people are taking this as if it actually is a HIV virus that spreads through droplets lol. Thank you for the input. Makes sense now

 Anonymous (ID: 7wwJq+ag)  04/21/20(Tue)01:28:44 No. 254397046
File: images (22).jpg  (19 KB, 463x663)

>>254386974
It's (((them)))

 Anonymous (ID: FN4E4nrU)  04/21/20(Tue)01:29:56 No. 254397156

>>254388822
I wish I could beat people like you to death with a frozen trout

 Chinese doctor gives The Dear leader COVID-19 (ID: bMn3tM73)  04/21/20(Tue)01:30:01 No. 254397163
File: AD200D79-BC86-424E-8968-4(...).jpg  (11 KB, 480x360)

>>254383631
Alex Jones has been reporting this for weeks! APOLOGIZE!

 Anonymous (ID: Yi2bGZFG)  04/21/20(Tue)01:30:33 No. 254397219

>>254390366
>you will be prosecuted for illegal possession of the IP
larp better next time, queermo

 Anonymous (ID: a6uPTzz8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:31:13 No. 254397275
File: 1577834164201.jpg  (31 KB, 617x572)

>>254394340

Jesus Christ you China shills always use the same level of Engrish. It's impressive that you guys so consistently hit the same language barriers & it's usually a good tell that you guys are on to
something.

动态网自由门 天安門 天安门 法輪功 李洪志 Free Tibet 六四天安門事件 The Tiananmen Square protests of 1989 天安門大屠殺 The Tiananmen Square Massacre 反右派鬥爭 The Anti-Rightist
Struggle 大躍進政策 The Great Leap Forward 文化大革命 The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 人權 Human Rights 民運 Democratization 自由 Freedom 獨立 Independence 多黨制 Multi-party
system 台灣 臺灣 Taiwan Formosa 中華民國 Republic of China 西藏 土伯特 唐古特 Tibet 達賴喇嘛 Dalai Lama 法輪功 Falun Dafa 新疆維吾爾自治區 The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region 諾貝爾

和平獎 Nobel Peace Prize 劉暁波 Liu Xiaobo 民主 言論 思想 反共 反革命 抗議 運動 騷亂 暴亂 騷擾 擾亂 抗暴 平反 維權 示威游行 李洪志 法輪大法 大法弟子 強制斷種 強制堕胎 民族淨化 人體實驗 肅清 胡耀邦 趙紫陽 魏京
生 王丹 還政於民 和平演變 激流中國 北京之春 大紀元時報 九評論共産黨 獨裁 專制 壓制 統一 監視 鎮壓 迫害 侵略 掠奪 破壞 拷問 屠殺 活摘器官 誘拐 買賣人口 遊進 走私 毒品 賣淫 春畫 賭博 六合彩 天安門 天安门 法輪功
李洪志 Winnie the Pooh 劉曉波动态网自由门
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 Anonymous (ID: jnivdoIg)  04/21/20(Tue)01:31:14 No. 254397278
File: external-content.duckduck(...).png  (41 KB, 370x480)

>>254393743

^ Is true. It's birds that aren't real.

 Anonymous (ID: troNL7VF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:31:30 No. 254397307

>>254390366
shut the fuck up niggerfaggot

 Anonymous (ID: SEStyh0V)  04/21/20(Tue)01:32:03 No. 254397374
File: suterai.jpg  (54 KB, 665x768)

Bump. Are we fighting the good fight? Haven't seen any new shots
or dumps for a while

 Anonymous (ID: puMvG3P8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:32:22 No. 254397404

>>254383631
yeah, but where is the text in the second photo? it's nowhere to be found in the top one.

 Chinese doctor gives The Dear leader COVID-19 (ID: bMn3tM73)  04/21/20(Tue)01:32:27 No. 254397413

>>254384017
It’s a Chimera virus. HIV and SARS were spliced into a bat corona virus. Some young female college student some how got bat urine or fences in her mouth and infected everyone.

True story bro

 Anonymous (ID: KpBfi+j+)  04/21/20(Tue)01:32:35 No. 254397424

((PAST THREADS - SAVE THESE))
(1) https://anonfile.com/nfE1Hdrao4/_pol_-_WUHAN_HACKED_SERVERS_GENERAL_1_-_Politically_Incorrect_-_4chan_2020-04-21_4_22_01_AM_html

(2) https://anonfile.com/98NfI6rco1/_pol_-_Wuhan_Server_General_2_-_Politically_Incorrect_-_4chan_2020-04-21_5_59_43_AM_html

(2/3?) https://anonfile.com/Z8N5I4r2o1/_pol_-_Those_wuhan_emails_aren_t_emails_they_are_ssh_log_-_Politically_Incorrect_-_4chan_2020-04-21_5_36_53_AM_html

 Anonymous (ID: IMfkzvor)  04/21/20(Tue)01:32:57 No. 254397456

>>254388542
We need to find that video NOW if it exists. Go in raw if you have to. We're not beholden to Chinese law and the fate of the world might hang in the balance. 
Let's go, Anon.

 Anonymous (ID: MkqNJ/Vl)  04/21/20(Tue)01:33:01 No. 254397461

>>254396484
wtf is this lol

 Anonymous (ID: AWYOvNr/)  04/21/20(Tue)01:33:25 No. 254397501

>>254392801
>germ theory is a fraud and viruses don't real
Then how did I blow the fuck out of some e. coli last semester with a virus that lyses them?

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:34:11 No. 254397573

>>254396876
Yeah. They got it to infect HeLa cells, which are an ovarian cancer cell line that is extremely commonly used. If I had to come up with an off-the-cuff theory tying it all together, it'd be more along the lines of looking for a
way to create a virus capable of infecting as many tissues as possible, and combining it with a retrovirus for gene therapy. If you have cystic fibrosis, they give you this virus, and instead of making you into a virus
protein printer, it gives you a fixed copy of your broken genes. The problem is, the virus gets out while it's still pathogenic, and causes this pandemic.

But the SARS-CoV-2 infects the same tissues as SARS-CoV-1 so I'm not convinced this virus was involved in any gain-of-function studies.

 Anonymous (ID: dzMjfaD8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:34:22 No. 254397593

>>254396484
Anyone tried them yet?

 Anonymous (ID: BjAMiOdO)  04/21/20(Tue)01:35:03 No. 254397669

>>254390366
Fuck off Cuomo.

 Anonymous (ID: JW4XpX2Q)  04/21/20(Tue)01:35:11 No. 254397684

>>254383631
Lol yeah this seems totally sane and normal man

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:35:37 No. 254397716

>>254397501
Is phage therapy used in Australia?

 Anonymous (ID: 21/8w3ax)  04/21/20(Tue)01:35:58 No. 254397755

So has anything of note been found? >>254397275
this does nothing retard

 Anonymous (ID: g+Z3f4uc)  04/21/20(Tue)01:36:01 No. 254397761
File: 1543568975543.jpg  (302 KB, 1320x677)

>>254391043

 Anonymous (ID: 9eJdbUdS)  04/21/20(Tue)01:36:02 No. 254397763

>>254396632
>There's a mild pancytopenia 
Source on this please? I can't find anything regarding pancytopenia but T-cell reduction papers exist apparently.
Maybe it's the same paper.
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 Anonymous (ID: t3r39EEZ)  04/21/20(Tue)01:36:09 No. 254397774

>>254383631
SHUT IT DOWN. SHUT IT DOWN

 Anonymous (ID: jnivdoIg)  04/21/20(Tue)01:36:29 No. 254397808

>>254396583

This is more probably correct. It lets them move the narrative from an "organic" source. If the Internet is blaming China, it'll be more believable when the current federal administration comes out with the news. This also
makes it harder for the compromised elements of American media to spin-doctor this into a nothing-burger.

 Anonymous (ID: fqVIxZrf)  04/21/20(Tue)01:36:53 No. 254397844

has anyone actually found anything in these

 Anonymous (ID: bMn3tM73)  04/21/20(Tue)01:37:08 No. 254397873

>>254387784
It has the HIV delivery system. Contractions by blood, bodily fluid, and unprotected sex.

 Anonymous (ID: QMguprGL)  04/21/20(Tue)01:37:30 No. 254397901

>>254393771
>Snow plow
>Hong Kong
kys

 Anonymous (ID: a6uPTzz8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:37:49 No. 254397932
File: 1586909924423.png  (213 KB, 686x526)

>>254397755

>1 post by this ID

 Anonymous (ID: kEmm6Agr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:38:05 No. 254397957

>>254397573
What's your opinion on all this? Did you read the study that was published a few weeks ago by some scientist from India claiming they had spliced HIV into this virus?

 Anonymous (ID: mXOveAY4)  04/21/20(Tue)01:38:35 No. 254397997

>>254391613
>all of a sudden china is the enemy and not the fucking jews,
there's a whole world outside /pol/. As far as mainstream society is concerned jews were never the enemy.

 Anonymous (ID: AWYOvNr/)  04/21/20(Tue)01:39:06 No. 254398051

>>254397716
Not sure if phage therapy is used here, it was for my literal virology class so we had experience with making plague assays to quantity in some sewer water samples.

 Anonymous (ID: AWYOvNr/)  04/21/20(Tue)01:39:40 No. 254398111

>>254398051
*to determine the virus quantity

 Anonymous (ID: kEmm6Agr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:40:05 No. 254398151

>>254397957
*they saw a sequence and claim it to be insertions of HIV.

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:40:09 No. 254398162

>>254397763
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32178975
I'm not aware of anything formally analyzing RBC numbers, but we've seen normocytic anemia consistent with hemolytic anemia and/or DIC.
Covid patients are often hypercoagulable, reduced platelets and RBCs are expected.

 delta (ID: 7gN8dcvy)  04/21/20(Tue)01:40:11 No. 254398167

>>254383631
excellence
big if true

 Anonymous (ID: msBDdGSm)  04/21/20(Tue)01:40:59 No. 254398228
File: 109DBB3A-47BA-4DA4-A293-B(...).png  (247 KB, 860x840)

>>254394340
Fuck off ccp

 Anonymous (ID: Yi2bGZFG)  04/21/20(Tue)01:40:58 No. 254398229

>>254393248
>>254393248
>>254393248
ONLY HIGH IQ REPLY
>>254393248
>>254393248
>>254393248
ONLY HIGH IQ REPLY
>>254393248
>>254393248
>>254393248
ONLY HIGH IQ REPLY
>>254393248
>>254393248
>>254393248
ONLY HIGH IQ REPLY

 Anonymous (ID: bMn3tM73)  04/21/20(Tue)01:42:42 No. 254398396

>>254393023
Yes, the Poos were the first to reveal it was a chimera virus. Their university was threaten to have their funding cut unless they retracted their findings. Of course they retracted their findings.

 Anonymous (ID: ZxooOE3w)  04/21/20(Tue)01:42:48 No. 254398404

Are people retarded? Just zip home directory and scp everything back to your machine. WHY HAS NO ONE DONE THIS
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 Anonymous (ID: aNisRhWk)  04/21/20(Tue)01:43:00 No. 254398419

>>254391613
What makes you assume both aren't the enemy?

 Anonymous (ID: 21/8w3ax)  04/21/20(Tue)01:43:14 No. 254398436

>>254397932
And now theres two, retard.

 Anonymous (ID: RnkpnAv1)  04/21/20(Tue)01:43:27 No. 254398459
File: 1587442738444.jpg  (373 KB, 658x611)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_
continue=111&v=bpQFCcSI0pU&feature=emb_title

>zhengli shi
>zhengli shi
>zhengli shi
>zhengli shi

HOLY FUCKING SHIT.

 Anonymous (ID: m6iiLM5J)  04/21/20(Tue)01:43:33 No. 254398469

>>254397761
Lol. I honestly dont know why I wouldn't just intentionally chadword on non-essential accounts from now on. Hyper-virgin password user here. Clownworld is gay. Time for Chadworld.

 Anonymous (ID: n20077Eq)  04/21/20(Tue)01:43:37 No. 254398474

I like fat women. 

Just wanted to post on a legendary thread...

 Anonymous (ID: h7pFHJrU)  04/21/20(Tue)01:43:38 No. 254398478
File: Reality-Winner-Facebook-6(...).jpg  (45 KB, 640x480)

>>254383631
why cant our intelligence agencies do this shit? why is it always left to the autist anime-loving faggots of /pol/ to uncover and expose every worldwide altering happening? they do it for free. what the
fuck are we even paying the intelligence agencies for? all they do is work against the american voter to subvert our decision and try to cockblock Trump from fixing america

 Anonymous (ID: a6uPTzz8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:44:13 No. 254398535
File: 1586077828296.jpg  (37 KB, 538x539)

>>254398229

There's over 2000 accounts on the pastebin. You seriously think the CCP created 2000 accounts on an existing research institute website with faculty emails for various people that are referenced
on all kinds of other places on the internet? Then additionally filled them with content?

Whatever helps you sleep at night.

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:44:20 No. 254398544

>>254397957
When I see preprint papers, they almost always go into the trash once I get past the methods.
>>254398051
Fun. I didn't get to do anything like that until grad school.

 Anonymous (ID: DiAz3oTn)  04/21/20(Tue)01:44:33 No. 254398563

>>254390201
what ever Chang

 Anonymous (ID: Qkgu6pjN)  04/21/20(Tue)01:45:08 No. 254398610

>>254398478
Grow up. /pol/ is a useful place for them to dump info and claim 4chan did it.

 Anonymous (ID: NCYOY50i)  04/21/20(Tue)01:45:17 No. 254398623

>>254390366
>>254393985
Isnt it illegal to impersonate a police officer?

 Anonymous (ID: RYZTOtfa)  04/21/20(Tue)01:45:37 No. 254398656

>>254383631
QUICK GESTALT ON THIS SHIT RIGHT NOW

 Anonymous (ID: hynbq6ty)  04/21/20(Tue)01:46:09 No. 254398696

>>254397932
>5 posts by this id

 Anonymous (ID: SwbYkjmL)  04/21/20(Tue)01:46:44 No. 254398749

Mabey the virus reproduces very slowly somehow?
It would explain the long ass incubation peroid, and how intital viral load can fuck people over worse then others. 
Not a medfag just spitballing

 Anonymous (ID: rUfon0fo)  04/21/20(Tue)01:46:51 No. 254398761

>>254394456
>SARS spliced with fucking HIV
>not THE virus

What would be THE virus, then?

 Anonymous (ID: Yi2bGZFG)  04/21/20(Tue)01:47:20 No. 254398809

>>254398535
>you seriously think that they buried the bad shit before leaking their extant creds?
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

choose instead to be un-retarded

 Anonymous (ID: 3mZN62Ti)  04/21/20(Tue)01:47:28 No. 254398823

>>254390366
reminder that impersonating a federal agent is a felony

 Anonymous (ID: NIa/2pi3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:47:56 No. 254398859

It just never ends
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 Anonymous (ID: XXOJ/ZoC)  04/21/20(Tue)01:48:03 No. 254398871

>>254384512
>larp started with bunch of fake email names and passwords that never worked from the beginning

 Anonymous (ID: hynbq6ty)  04/21/20(Tue)01:48:37 No. 254398914
File: 1562552500991.png  (623 KB, 1000x1000)

 Anonymous (ID: SdDy1sVf)  04/21/20(Tue)01:48:55 No. 254398946

>>254394340
Fucking insect. You do not belong here. Get the fuck out.

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:49:24 No. 254398986
File: krack02small.jpg  (489 KB, 1920x1440)

>>254398761
This study uses SARS s protein genes on an HIV Base, from what I can tell. But analysis of the genome of sarsCov2 shows the inverse, HIV genetic
data on the spike protein.

 Anonymous (ID: jF3J+Jf4)  04/21/20(Tue)01:49:29 No. 254398995
File: image1.jpg  (132 KB, 640x480)

>>254390523
not that rare.

 Anonymous (ID: HrV/io4R)  04/21/20(Tue)01:49:36 No. 254399005

Reminder it's legal to hack Chinese servers because there is no extradition treaty between the civilized world and Communist China. Just don't visit, as if you would ever want to.

 Anonymous (ID: G59E75nj)  04/21/20(Tue)01:51:20 No. 254399154
File: 1587139509623.jpg  (64 KB, 461x1024)

 Anonymous (ID: PMXRnA20)  04/21/20(Tue)01:51:27 No. 254399164

>>254395424
https://www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/debunked-polio-vaccine-and-hiv-link

 Anonymous (ID: AWYOvNr/)  04/21/20(Tue)01:51:27 No. 254399167

>>254398995
>rupees ten
What the fuck is wrong with you Nepal?
TEN
RUPEES
TEN RUPEES
QUANTITY, ITEM

 Anonymous (ID: DiAz3oTn)  04/21/20(Tue)01:51:51 No. 254399205

>>254390223
you're overestimating the competence of the CCP. They are far from omnipotent.

 Anonymous (ID: LMSk52m0)  04/21/20(Tue)01:52:33 No. 254399269

>>254398995
Nice bill

 Anonymous (ID: FWLhUcWa)  04/21/20(Tue)01:52:33 No. 254399270

>>254390918
I respect Chinese history though. I'd prefer if based Taiwan or Hong Kong took over rather than see them obliterated.

 Anonymous (ID: 5aYWBR+H)  04/21/20(Tue)01:52:43 No. 254399286

>>254397046
( ravers )

 Anonymous (ID: s0uj4+0J)  04/21/20(Tue)01:53:08 No. 254399329

>>254383631
What he typed into google isn't on that page though?

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:53:19 No. 254399340
File: cataclysm.jpg  (325 KB, 3400x2300)

>>254399164
A Merck vaccine lead scientists admitted it on
camera retard. Fuck off

 Anonymous (ID: 5aYWBR+H)  04/21/20(Tue)01:53:43 No. 254399372

>>254397413
on 9.11.19

 Anonymous (ID: g+Z3f4uc)  04/21/20(Tue)01:53:54 No. 254399382

>>254398469
those are all real btw. i thought 555556 was one of the more clever ones.

 Anonymous (ID: rUfon0fo)  04/21/20(Tue)01:54:03 No. 254399396

>>254398995
Why would you waste money on it? That's a waste of 10 rupees, about how much I make in two minutes
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 Anonymous (ID: h7pFHJrU)  04/21/20(Tue)01:54:25 No. 254399425

>>254399154
hahahahahaha

 Anonymous (ID: m6TYddiS)  04/21/20(Tue)01:54:39 No. 254399443

>>254399154
Would bang.

 Anonymous (ID: I8F86o/F)  04/21/20(Tue)01:54:39 No. 254399444
File: 1586142821931.jpg  (104 KB, 624x920)

Redbull me on how a random anon found a way inside the server?
Seems convenient

 Anonymous (ID: h498P2Kd)  04/21/20(Tue)01:54:49 No. 254399462

Herro stupid ferrow Americans. As citizen of united states I tink it good idea we not waste time on sirry ting like dis. China is our greatest arry

 Anonymous (ID: PR1hwGHj)  04/21/20(Tue)01:54:53 No. 254399470

Anyone know anything more about this? Surely the government aren't this stupid.
https://twitter.com/jdpoc/status/1252276016158052352

 Anonymous (ID: CwjFrYvQ)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:05 No. 254399484

people said the original thread got 404'd

anyone bothered to check 4plebs?

 Anonymous (ID: 0rbpKXWd)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:13 No. 254399490

>>254398459
But why would they place the virus in the wet market? Are chinks so stupid that they came to the conclusion that the only way to make the wet market story believable is to literally unleash the virus in it. That way they
can cover the tracks that the virus came from the BSL4 lab?

 Anonymous (ID: 0m6hFajr)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:19 No. 254399500

>>254399462
cute and comfy banter :)

 Anonymous (ID: 0a+ObDtS)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:19 No. 254399502
File: reality-leigh-winner-mugshots.jpg  (54 KB, 682x380)

>>254398478
Reality Winner is the ideal intelligence agent. You may not like it, but this is what peak brainwashing
performance looks like.

 Anonymous (ID: jF3J+Jf4)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:29 No. 254399515

>>254399167
its the only thing i had nearby to prove im not some vpn flagfag.

 Anonymous (ID: a6uPTzz8)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:56 No. 254399553
File: 1585421185826.jpg  (430 KB, 800x553)

>>254398809

Yeah, except for the fact that the leaked passwords work on other sites those emails were used on and often the passwords were re-used for personal or alternative email addresses & accounts as
well. There's no way in hell the CCP would be capable of doing a sweep that clean and then leak the usernames and passwords under the assumption they've managed to clean all traces of any
information perfectly. For fuck sake they literally removed a staffer's profile picture and page from the Wuhan virology lab website without removing her actual link.

 Anonymous (ID: /eObXpT1)  04/21/20(Tue)01:55:57 No. 254399556

>>254398535
they dont have to create them
all they have to do is scrub data except for what they want you to see and release it

 Anonymous (ID: XrrtkOnd)  04/21/20(Tue)01:56:11 No. 254399577

>>254398986
so we all are fucked?

 Anonymous (ID: ZVbWJmN5)  04/21/20(Tue)01:56:14 No. 254399582

>>254383631
Bump because I'm a retard and literally don't know whats going on.

 Anonymous (ID: d27FriRF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:56:25 No. 254399600

>>254390366
Don't you have corona Chris Cuomo?

 Anonymous (ID: LMSk52m0)  04/21/20(Tue)01:56:31 No. 254399604
File: baited.jpg  (35 KB, 750x445)

>>254399444
Supposedly they fell for a phishing
attack

 Anonymous (ID: G6gHs6F3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:56:32 No. 254399605

>>254399444
I'd like to find a way inside her server if you know what I mean.

 Anonymous (ID: GhHWQPex)  04/21/20(Tue)01:57:26 No. 254399676

Pfffft, who posts passwords to a non-porn website?

 Anonymous (ID: rUfon0fo)  04/21/20(Tue)01:57:36 No. 254399692
File: 1586574634951.jpg  (416 KB, 1080x1071)

>>254397761
>milkchocolate

>The virgin milkchocolate
>the chad chocolatemilk
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 Anonymous (ID: x5g5ajj3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:57:50 No. 254399711

>>254392867
Who the fuck is Malik Ofori??

"YouTuber, filmmaker, influencer. 160 characters wasn’t enough to write a bio so my header says it all"

...some cunt from Ghana that's probably wrong. It's not an official tweet from someone in a position of authority, or even someone from Italy... what does your image prove? Nothing except that you're a fucking idiot.

 Anonymous (ID: /eObXpT1)  04/21/20(Tue)01:58:33 No. 254399776

>>254398459
>HOLY FUCKING SHIT
HOLY FUCK A WILD UNPROVEN CLAIM JUST TUNNELED UNDER MY CONDO

 Anonymous (ID: mlxTmO/Y)  04/21/20(Tue)01:58:58 No. 254399810

>>254393179
Buy chainlink

 Anonymous (ID: x5g5ajj3)  04/21/20(Tue)01:59:04 No. 254399819

>>254393121
When the fuck was "today"?

 Anonymous (ID: MowV1rhF)  04/21/20(Tue)01:59:12 No. 254399837

>>254399470
The BMA is recommending weekly universal testing of all citizens (10 million tests per day) for Covid-19. Yes, your government probably actually is that stupid.

 Anonymous (ID: 7n44VYrD)  04/21/20(Tue)01:59:53 No. 254399900
File: spiderFreak.jpg  (276 KB, 1450x2106)

>>254399577
We're just going to have to wait an see. A bioengineered virus has never encircled the earth with disease before. It really is a barand new paradigm. Personally I think it's not looking too good. Luckily I'm
ainnawoods with my own free supply of power and water. Cityfags BTFO. I knew something big was coming. If not this, woulda been a solar flare or some shit like that. Big shit always happens on a long
enough timeline. We're just short-sighted. Good luck mexibro

 Anonymous (ID: przxGHha)  04/21/20(Tue)02:00:49 No. 254399975

>>254383631
bump this to the moon

 Anonymous (ID: /eObXpT1)  04/21/20(Tue)02:01:23 No. 254400024

>>254399470
US government set up fake protest groups and a website for evert state, then fucked up WHOIS privacy on one of them which led to Betsy DeVos links. They also set up NSABook groups with identical descriptions and
photos. All this to encourage burgers to protest the lockdowns 'for our freedomz to work' or whatever.

 Anonymous (ID: F6mbiqgr)  04/21/20(Tue)02:02:30 No. 254400126
File: you are a shill.png  (311 KB, 625x287)

>>254393482

 Anonymous (ID: Tpta64Fj)  04/21/20(Tue)02:02:31 No. 254400130

>>254392801

Some viruses have not only been photographed but observed infecting, replicating and destroying the host cell. Bacteriophages are the most frequently studied in this manner, as they evolved to infect single called
bacteria. 

You are full of fucking shit.

 Anonymous (ID: 9eJdbUdS)  04/21/20(Tue)02:02:58 No. 254400174

>>254399490
Maybe it was to make them contract what was supposed to be a successful virus. 
Maybe someone (take a guess) paid the supposed saboteur/terrorist with geopolitical interests between them (China) and the competing nation (America) being solved this way, and the whole world catches it for to suffer
the tyranny of, well, you know who and their broad claim over the web.

 Anonymous (ID: 4s9TrUUH)  04/21/20(Tue)02:03:15 No. 254400195
File: someone's fucking around.png  (34 KB, 896x696)

very cute whoever did this

 Anonymous (ID: FHQVIp3X)  04/21/20(Tue)02:03:39 No. 254400234

>>254399582
That makes us two

 Anonymous (ID: /eObXpT1)  04/21/20(Tue)02:04:52 No. 254400323

>>254397501
twist: YOU are the crisis actor, comprised of countless smaller crisis actors called "cells" (probably antifa too)
FUCK OFF SHILL LEGION

 Anonymous (ID: IMfkzvor)  04/21/20(Tue)02:05:07 No. 254400354

>>254400195
Lmao

 Anonymous (ID: F6mbiqgr)  04/21/20(Tue)02:05:31 No. 254400395

>>254395298
>>254395349
>most well-spoken post in the thread
>in the wrong thread
seems about right

 Anonymous (ID: qpiReP5m)  04/21/20(Tue)02:06:36 No. 254400483

>>254383631
Woah. 
Dis gud.

 Anonymous (ID: 0m6hFajr)  04/21/20(Tue)02:06:46 No. 254400503

>>254400195
based lmao
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 Anonymous (ID: 1KldRbIf)  04/21/20(Tue)02:07:13 No. 254400537

>>254400234
Yeah, add me to the list.

 Anonymous (ID: EYLaD2Mb)  04/21/20(Tue)02:07:38 No. 254400565
File: 1585191662035.jpg  (109 KB, 1259x708)

>>254397579
Did some basic trace routes and port checking 
The only thing I found was an FTP server with an open port in the
hop above the mailhost
Have at it, I'm going to bed : ftp://159.226.254.5/

P.S. It seems the Anonymous user is disabled

 Anonymous (ID: I8cz12Ml)  04/21/20(Tue)02:07:54 No. 254400592

>>254394002
Just embrace it at this point

 Anonymous (ID: a+l8NXye)  04/21/20(Tue)02:09:25 No. 254400732

>>254399005
Reminder that 4chan is a notorious hacker and if you aren't careful will right click inspect element your system32 and you wouldn't even know it.

 Anonymous (ID: Z100X0bF)  04/21/20(Tue)02:09:46 No. 254400766

>>254400537
yeah me as well

 Anonymous (ID: 0a+ObDtS)  04/21/20(Tue)02:09:52 No. 254400775
File: china.jpg  (101 KB, 1284x886)

>>254400024
>for our freedomz to work
so what, that's what we want too
unless you're one of those shills that is promoting keeping the western world shut down indefinitely while China brags that their factories
are the only ones online?

 Anonymous (ID: ZCMiRTrx)  04/21/20(Tue)02:13:39 No. 254401099
File: 1587263215865.png  (1.27 MB, 1234x1432)

>>254398396
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